
Visit Project-Ready.com to find out why Design Teams & Owners 
trust ProjectReady for their Project Management & Communications needs.

Why Project Managers Choose

The Challenge 

The chaos of orchestrating communication and collaboration 
between multiple resources and systems spanning companies and 
phases is a unique challenge in the AEC. Lose control of any of 
these variables and you've failed your primary charge to deliver 
quality, on time and on budget all while minimizing risk.

With ProjectReady, quickly build your project, know exactly what 
you have to do, take action, control content across systems, and 
communicate across your entire team, all in the context of your 
project.

The Result 

The Solution

A system that creates a centralized location for all your project 
management and communications needs, integrated with the 

business tools you already know how to use, providing 
information management and control across tools, that is also 

easy to learn & use. 



The Challenge 

Interoperability across multiple platforms means searching multiple 
systems for specific project content/communications. Managing all 
this content while staying on top of deadlines across multiple 
projects & struggling with user accessibility & governance is the 
chaos that a document controller deals with daily. 

With ProjectReady, document control is connected from the start & 
is as simple as filling out a form & adding files from SharePoint, BIM 
360, BOX & Procore into a content cart. Assign the right content to 
the right member of your team, automatically create coversheets, 
track & audit approvals across your projects.

The Result 

The Solution
A way to manage content across multiple document repositories 

in a single user experience, as a single workflow, bound to one 
project ID.  Providing a simple way to integrate the business tools 

you already own, to  centrally manage communications & 
approval of content 

Why Document Controllers Choose

Visit Project-Ready.com to find out why Design Teams & Owners 
trust ProjectReady for their Project Management & Communications needs.



The Challenge 

In the AEC, IT has the unique challenge of supporting a project's 
demands across multiple systems, managing security & governance 
for team members inside & outside their organization, to make sure 
that the content your company has created & owns is always in your 
control. With limited budget & resources, the more platforms and 
moving parts, makes this challenge that much more difficult.

ProjectReady empowers IT leaders to confidently delegate project 
administration to Project Managers. ProjectReady automates a 
governed process that meets the standards of the enterprise, across 
systems, companies, & the extended project team, providing more 
value from the systems you own & maximizing the value you bring to 
your company.

The Result 

The Solution
A system that eliminates routine IT project administration through 
the automation of security, governance, & provisioning to provide 

one place for all your team's project management & communication 
needs. A system that integrates the business tools you already know 

how to use, providing information management & control across 
your systems, & is easy to learn & use.

Why IT Professionals Choose

Visit Project-Ready.com to find out why Design Teams & Owners 
trust ProjectReady for their Project Management & Communications needs.
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